
SYLLABUS (2017-18)
CLASS: PREP. SR.

MATHS
TERM I (April - September)

April and May

- Recapitulation of numbers (1-50)
- Oral counting of numbers 1-100
- Measurement :

o Size : Big-Small
 Estimate, measure, weigh and compare objects by using age appropriate units

and measuring instruments.
 Record equalities using the equal symbol (activity based).

o Length : Long(tall)-short
 Compare the length (height) of two given objects and explain the comparison

using the words shorter, longer(taller), or almost the same.
o Weight : Heavy-light

 Compare the mass (weight) of two given objects and explain the comparison
using the words lighter, heavier, or almost the same.

o Volume : Full-half-empty, More-Less
 Compare the volume (capacity) of two given objects and explain the comparison

using the words less, more, greater, smaller, or almost the same.
- Ordering/ Sequence of numbers

 Count Forward (1-100)
 Identify, correct errors, complete a given number sequence (1-20).
 Count Tens and Ones (1-50).
 Show that the count of the number of objects in a given set does not change

regardless of the order in which the objects are counted.
- Writing Numbers (1-50)

 Identify/say/mark/write an orally presented numeral 1-50.
- Number Value / One-to-one correspondence : 1-20

 Relate a numeral to its respective quantity (pictures, objects).
 Construct a set of objects corresponding to a given numeral.

- Patterns & Relations
 Sorting Activities: Matching objects, locating odd one out.
 Identify errors in a given repeating pattern.
 Identifying the missing elements in a given repeating pattern.
 Complete/ copy a given repeating pattern (including pictures, actions, sound,

color, size,  shape).



June and July

- Number Value 1-50 (Tens & Ones).
- Number Comparison & Classifying

 Compare quantities, 1-50, using one-to-one correspondence
 Compare two given sets through direct comparison & describe the sets using words,

such as : more, fewer, as many as/ same number.
 Compare, sort, classify as- same, different.
 Concept of greatest and smallest number
 Shapes : Geometry of everyday objects : Identifying the real objects in different sizes,

colours and shapes in the immediate environment.
 Identify shapes by names: Curved and Straight lines, Circle, Square, Triangle, Oval,

Rectangle, Crescent/ semi circle.
 Identify shapes as same, different.
 Identify plain and 3-D shapes.

August

- Numerals : Vocabulary & concept of spatial relationships (to describe position , direction)
Before, after, in-between, left, middle, right, above, below, centre, top, middle, bottom, front,
back, far, near.

- After number and between number (1-50)
- Numbers 51- 100 in TOX format
- Complete a given number sequence
- Revision of numbers 1-100

September

- Number value 50-99
- Recapitulation of numbers 1-100
- Fill in the missing numbers, after number and between number (1-100)
- Time:

 Circle Time Activities (Activity based on oral work).
 Concept of school time table & introduction to clock / watch.



TERM II (October - March)

October
- Revision of numbers 1-100
- After number and between numbers (51-100)
- Comparison of numbers  with signs ( Less than < , greater than > and equal to =)
- Writing numbers in words - One to Ten

November
- Revision of numbers 1-100
- Recapitulation of Greater and smaller number
- Ordinal Numbers ( First to Tenth)
- Number sequence by 1’s and 2’s (oral skip counting) -1-50
- Data & Graphs

 Record data with pictures, tables
 Interpret data in pictures, tables

- Money: Oral
 Coin values
 Count coins
 Count notes

December and January
- Addition

 Introducing the term and symbol “+” followed by simple addition using concrete
objects and forward counting.

 Addition sums- single digit (vertical and horizontal) (_ + _ = _).
 Statement for addition: Greater number in mind and smaller number on fingers that are

up then count on fingers after the greater number. For ex. 5+4   5 in my mind and 4
fingers up, 6,7,8,9. The answer will be 9.

 Simple Addition without carry over – two digit numbers up to 19 (vertical, under Tens
and Ones).

 Add a one digit number to a two digit number without regrouping.
- Addition of zero and one.
- Reverse counting 50 – 1
- Concept of before number

February and March
- Subtraction

 Introducing the term and symbol “-” followed by simple subtraction using concrete
objects and backward counting.
 Single digit (vertical and horizontal), two digit numbers (vertical, under Tens and
Ones).
 Subtraction of the number itself.
 Subtraction of zero and one.
 Statement for subtraction: Greater number in mind and smaller number on fingers then

start backward counting on opened fingers after the greater number. For ex. (7 – 3)  7 in
mind and 3 fingers up, count backward after 7 (6, 5, 4) . The answer will be 4.

- Number facts / families (1-5)
- Word problems- Addition and Subtraction – (Oral practice and activity based).


